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In this March 13, 2019, file photo, Facebook, Messenger and Instagram apps are
displayed on an iPhone, in New York. Two years ago, Apple threatened to pull
Facebook and Instagram from its app store over concerns about the platform
being used as a tool to trade and sell maids in the Mideast. Credit: AP
Photo/Jenny Kane, File
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British lawmakers grilled Facebook on Thursday over how it handles
online safety as European countries move to rein in the power of social
media companies.

Facebook's head of safety said the tech giant supports regulation and has
no business interest in providing people with an "unsafe experience."

Representatives from Google, Twitter and TikTok also answered
questions from a parliamentary committee scrutinizing the British
government's draft legislation to crack down on harmful online content.
It comes days after the companies testified before American lawmakers
and provided little firm commitment for U.S. legislation bolstering
protection of children from online harm, ranging from eating disorders,
sexually explicit content and material promoting addictive drugs.

Governments on both sides of the Atlantic want tougher rules for
protecting social media users, especially younger ones, but the United
Kingdom's efforts are much further along. U.K. lawmakers are
questioning researchers, journalists, tech executives and other experts
for a report to the government on how to improve the final version of the
online safety bill. The European Union also is working on digital rules.

Antigone Davis, Facebook's head of global safety who addressed the
British lawmakers via video conference, defended the company's
handling of internal research on how its Instagram photo-sharing
platform can harm teens, including encouraging eating disorders or even
suicide.
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Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen leaves after giving evidence to the joint
committee for the Draft Online Safety Bill, as part of British government plans
for social media regulation, at the Houses of Parliament, in London, Monday,
Oct. 25, 2021. Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen told British lawmakers
Monday that the social media giant stokes online hate and extremism, fails to
protect children from harmful content and lacks any incentive to fix the
problems, providing strong momentum for efforts by European governments
working on stricter regulation of tech giants. Credit: AP Photo/Matt Dunham

"Where does the buck stop?" asked Damian Collins, the lawmaker who
chairs the committee.

"It's a company filled with experts, and we all are working together to
make these decisions," Davis said. She added that "we have no business
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interest, no business interest at all, in providing people with a negative or
unsafe experience."

Davis said Facebook is largely supportive of the U.K.'s safety legislation
and is interested in regulation that gives publicly elected officials the
ability to hold the company accountable.

She said she doesn't agree with critics that Facebook is amplifying hate,
largely blaming societal issues and arguing that the company uses
artificial intelligence to remove content that is divisive or polarizing.

"Did you say that Facebook doesn't amplify hate?" Collins asked.

"Correct," Davis said, adding, "I cannot say that we've never
recommended something that you might consider hate. What I can say is
that we have AI that's designed to identify hate speech."
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In this handout photo provided by UK Parliament, Facebook whistleblower
Frances Haugen, right, gives evidence to the joint committee for the Draft
Online Safety Bill, as part of government plans for social media regulation, in
London, Monday, Oct. 25, 2021. Haugen said Monday that Facebook is making
online hate and extremism worse and outlined how it could improve online
safety. Credit: Annabel Moeller/UK Parliament via AP

She declined to say how much dangerous content those AI systems are
able to detect.

Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen told the U.K. committee this
week that the company's systems make online hate worse and that it has
little incentive to fix the problem. She said time is running out to
regulate social media companies that use artificial intelligence systems to
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determine what content people see.

Haugen was a Facebook data scientist who copied internal research
documents and turned them over to the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. They also were provided to a group of media outlets,
including The Associated Press, which reported numerous stories about
how Facebook prioritized profits over safety and hid its own research
from investors and the public.

In one of several pointed exchanges Thursday before the parliamentary
committee, Scottish lawmaker John Nicolson told Davis that "all this
rather suggests that Facebook is an abuse facilitator that only reacts
when you're under threat, either from terrible publicity or from
companies, like Apple, who threaten you financially."

Lawmakers pressed Facebook to provide its data to independent
researchers who can look at how its products could be harmful.
Facebook has said it has privacy concerns about how such data would be
shared.
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In this Dec. 20, 2018, file photo, a Bangladeshi reads a news report that makes
mention of Facebook along with other social networking service, on his mobile
phone in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Internal company documents from the former
Facebook product manager-turned-whistleblower Frances Haugen show that in
some of the world's most volatile regions, terrorist content and hate speech
proliferate because the company remains short on moderators who speak local
languages and understand cultural contexts. Credit: AP Photo, File

"It's not for Facebook to set parameters around the research," said
Collins, the committee chairman.

The U.K.'s online safety bill calls for a regulator to ensure tech
companies comply with rules requiring them to remove dangerous or
harmful content or face penalties worth up to 10% of annual global
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revenue.

British lawmakers are still grappling with thorny issues such as ensuring
privacy and free speech and defining legal but harmful content,
including online bullying and advocacy of self-harm. They're also trying
to get a handle on misinformation that flourishes on social media.

Representatives from Google and its YouTube video service who spoke
to U.K. lawmakers Thursday urged changes to what they described as an
overly broad definition of online harms. They also appeared virtually,
and the tenor of lawmakers' questions wasn't as harsh as what Facebook
faced.

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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